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Abstract

In developmental biology, localization is everything. The same stimulus –a cell signaling event or 

expression of a gene – can have dramatically different effects depending on the time, spatial 

position, and cell types in which it is applied. Yet the field has long lacked the ability to deliver 

localized perturbations with high specificity in vivo. The advent of optogenetic tools, capable of 

delivering highly localized stimuli, is thus poised to profoundly expand our understanding of 

development. We describe the current state-of-the-art in cellular optogenetic tools, review the first 

wave of major studies showcasing their application in vivo, and discuss major obstacles that must 

be overcome if the promise of developmental optogenetics is to be fully realized.

One of the great unsolved problems in biology is that of developmental self-organization: 

how cells grow, move and differentiate into the structures that robustly and reproducibly 

carry out an organism’s essential functions. Our ability to observe and describe development 

has advanced rapidly in recent years. Light sheet microscopy has made it possible to collect 

whole embryo data at micron-scale spatial resolution over hours or days, and a growing 

arsenal of approaches (e.g. live-cell fluorescent biosensors, lineage tracers, and single-cell 

sequencing) can be used to track cells’ molecular and phenotypic changes over time. 

Together these advances suggest that comprehensive maps of cell lineage, signaling pathway 

activity and gene expression might be achievable, at least for those species and time periods 

of development that can be recapitulated on a microscope.

Yet compared to these advances in measurement, our ability to perturb developmental 

processes has lagged far behind. Closing this gap could easily be as transformative as the 

current revolution in live imaging and single-cell sequencing. This review will elucidate how 

optogenetic tools could overcome major challenges in perturbing development, survey recent 

advances in their development, describe key initial successes in developmental optogenetics 

and outline some experimental limitations that still need to be overcome.
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Recent advances in optogenetic tools for probing development

These are heady days for users of intracellular optogenetic tools. Nearly a decade ago, a 

series of landmark papers described how light-sensitive protein domains could be 

repurposed as optogenetic tools [1–5]. These initial studies introduced cryptochrome (Cry), 

phytochrome (Phy), light-oxygen-voltage sensing (LOV) and blue light using flavin (BLUF) 

domains to a broader community of cell and developmental biologists, and extended 

rhodopsin-based GPCRs to many additional classes of G protein-coupled signaling 

processes. Yet despite some early successes, many of these approaches had substantial 

limitations: weak expression and the requirement of adding a small molecule chromophore 

(in the case of plant phytochromes) [1]; competition between multiple light-dependent 

reactions (Cry2 clustering versus heterodimerization) [3,6,7]; and “leakiness” leading to 

residual activity in the dark (early LOV-based tools) [8]. Over the past ten years, multiple 

cycles of refinement and application have expanded the reach of optogenetic tools. We refer 

the interested reader to thorough, extensive reviews on this growing suite of approaches 

[9,10] and highlight below a few recent developments that are likely to have an outsized and 

immediate impact on developmental biology.

LOV domains enable the controlled presentation of a wide range of linear 

amino acid motifs

One major innovation for expanding the optogenetic toolbox has been the ability to 

reversibly uncage a huge range of distinct linear amino acid motifs upon light stimulation. 

All of these approaches rely on a conserved feature of many LOV domains: upon blue light 

absorption, a conformational change leads to the undocking and unwinding of a ~20 amino 

acid C-terminal alpha helix (the Jα helix; Figure 1a). The Jα helix can thus be endowed with 

a dual function: as long as its dark-state helical structure is left intact, its amino acid 

sequence can be re-engineered to expose novel linear motifs upon light stimulation. This 

approach has led to an explosion of tools including light-inducible degrons [11], nuclear 

localization and export sequences [12–15], and control over protein-protein interaction 

[8,16].

These light-switchable linear motifs have already begun to see application in developmental 

contexts. A recent study placed the nuclear import of the ETS transcription factor lin-1 
under light control, leading to partial control of vulval fate (Figure 1b) [12]. This general 

strategy of reversibly controlling transcription factor localization is likely drive further 

insights into developmental gene regulatory networks. We took advantage of a second linear 

motif-based system, the iLID/SspB protein heterodimerization pair [16], to port the Ras-

activating OptoSOS system [17] into the early Drosophila embryo, where it was shown to 

drive potent, localized control over MAP kinase signaling and cell fate (Figure 1c) [18].

In both studies, LOV domains proved to be highly attractive substrates for developmental 

control because the low blue light intensities required for photoactivation did not lead to 

cytotoxicity and precise spatial control could be achieved using inexpensive single-photon 

LED light sources. In principle, each of these tools could also be combined with mutations 

that are known to alter the lifetime of the illuminated, active state from seconds to hours 
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[8,19,20]. Such photocycle mutants could enable the experimentalist to tune the tradeoff 

between the illumination intensity required for continuous activation (better for long-lived 

mutants) and the switching speed or spatial precision (both of which are better for short-

lived mutants).

Light control of homo-oligomerization for activating or inhibiting 

intracellular processes

Light-switchable heterodimerization between two protein domains has long been achievable 

with a variety of optogenetic tools [1,3,16], but other forms of protein-protein interaction 

and assembly have only more recently been placed under light control (Figure 1a). For 

instance, the development of optical homo-dimerizers spurred the development of exciting 

new tools for gene expression control that will be discussed in detail below [21,22]. Optical 

dimerization also enables control over many classes of cell surface receptors whose 

dimerization leads to activation. Taking advantage of the homodimerizing LOV domain from 

Aureochrome 1, the Janovjak laboratory was able to establish light control over receptor 

tyrosine kinase (RTK) activity in mammalian cells and, in joint work with the Heisenberg 

lab, TGFβ receptor signaling during zebrafish embryogenesis (Figure 1d) [23,24].

What about molecular assemblies beyond dimers? From “signalosomes” in the Wnt pathway 

[25] to the RNA/protein granules that segregate asymmetrically during embryogenesis 

[26,27], higher-order assemblies are at the core of many developmental processes. 

Oligomerization can also sequester proteins away from interaction partners and inhibit 

signaling. Optogenetic control over protein clustering was first initiated by the observation 

that Cry2 weakly aggregates upon light stimulation [28] and that a point mutation termed 

“Cry2olig” dramatically enhanced this ability [6]. Cry2 clustering has proven useful to block 

Bicoid and Wnt signaling during Drosophila embryogenesis [29,30] (Figure 1e) and activate 

RTKs in mammalian cell culture and tissue explants [31,32].

More recently, novel Cry2 variants have been developed with an even wider range of 

clustering properties. An elegant mutagenesis study revealed that the relative balance of 

positively and negatively charged residues in the C terminal tail controls the extent of 

oligomerization [7]. We and the Brangwynne group further extended the Cry2 system by 

fusing it to various intrinsically disordered peptides with innate tendencies to phase separate, 

leading to light-dependent coalescence into liquid droplets or solid aggregates [33]. Such 

approaches will likely be useful for inducing functional signaling or receptor clusters, as 

well as for controlling the sequestration of intracellular factors into inactive aggregates [6].

Optogenetic control over developmental gene expression

One of the most intuitive and powerful applications of developmental optogenetics is the 

ability to control gene expression in illuminated cells. Befitting its central role, 

spatiotemporal control of gene expression has long been targeted by existing tools including 

the Gal/UAS system, heat-inducible promoters, and chemical inducers [34–37]. However, 

each of these systems suffers from substantial limitations: lineage-specific Gal drivers may 

not be available with sufficient precision, heat induction can have pleiotropic effects, and 
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chemical inducers can be difficult to deliver uniformly and lack spatial control. An 

optogenetic system for controlling gene expression should have very low leakiness in the 

dark and be able to drive high levels of expression in a desired tissue. Ideally, it would also 

be “backwards compatible” with the wealth of genetic lines that already exist, so that strains 

harboring UAS-driven or LoxP-flanked genes could be simply be crossed with an “opto-

Gal4” or “opto-Cre” driver line to enable light-dependent control.

Excitingly, robust tools satisfying all of these requirements are now beginning to emerge. In 

2012, the Yang laboratory engineered a tripartite transcription factor – comprising the Gal4 

DNA binding domain, the VVD light-sensitive dimerization domain, and the p65 

transcriptional activation domain – to create the LightON system, which is capable of 

inducing high levels of UAS-driven gene expression upon light stimulation [20,22]. This 

system has already proven useful for probing the differentiation of cultured murine neural 

progenitor and embryonic stem cells [38,39], but its application in other developmental 

systems has thus far been limited. Some care is also warranted: high expression of the 

LightON system has been shown to be toxic during zebrafish embryogenesis, possibly due 

to the use of the strong p65 transactivation domain [40]. In cases where “backward 

compatibility” to UAS lines is not needed, the EL222 light-sensitive transcription factor has 

been used to drive expression from an optimized cognate promoter (termed C120) in a wide 

range of cellular contexts without toxicity [21,41].

Two recent reports demonstrate that a high quality, photoswitchable Cre recombinase is also 

within reach [42,43]. In both studies, the two halves of a split Cre recombinase were each 

fused to a component of a heterodimerizing pair of optogenetic proteins. This design 

strategy resulted in minimal leaky recombination in the dark, reconstitution of Cre function 

by even a brief pulse of blue light, and high levels of recombination in vivo in deep tissues 

(e.g. the mouse liver) using only external illumination of freely moving animals.

Emerging experimental paradigms in developmental optogenetics

Developmental optogenetics is still in its infancy, and new, unpredictable twists and turns 

should be expected. Nevertheless, the first wave of developmental optogenetics studies has 

already converged on what will likely be classic experimental design strategies for future 

work. One example takes advantage of the temporal control afforded by light to reveal 

critical periods for cell fate determination by the Erk, Nodal, Bicoid and Wnt pathways 

[18,24,29,30] (Figure 2a). Precisely establishing the boundaries of these critical periods can 

be difficult to achieve by standard genetic or pharmacological perturbations because, once 

they are applied, these stimuli are typically impossible to remove. Long-term perturbations 

can also exert distinct effects at different developmental stages. They may even trigger 

compensatory feedback loops that paradoxically induce gain-of-function effects in some 

tissues and loss-of-function effects in others, as in the case of Ras/Erk signaling during fly 

and zebrafish development [44]. The ability to limit light exposure to particular cells or 

developmental time windows may thus enable developmental biologists to mine new 

insights even from pathways with classic, well-characterized mutant phenotypes [18].
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Another classic study design focuses on spatial cell-cell interactions by illuminating a subset 

of cells and monitoring the effect on neighboring cells and tissues. Precise spatial control 

was used to interrogate the morphogenesis of the ventral furrow in Drosophila [45] and the 

role of Rac signaling in collective cell migration in zebrafish [46]. Spatial control could also 

be invaluable for studying processes where lineage-specific promoters are unavailable or do 

not uniquely label a cell population of interest, such as symmetry-breaking processes where 

an initially-uniform group of cells self-organizes into distinct tissue types [47,48]. One 

might also take advantage of spatial perturbation to perform internal controls, such as 

stimulating only one side of a developmentally-symmetric axis (Figure 2b).

Beyond reinventing classical experiments, optogenetics opens the door to new classes of 

studies that aim to place developmental processes on a firm quantitative footing. By 

systematically varying the level, duration, slope, or spatial range of a light stimulus while 

keeping other parameters constant, it may soon be possible to systematically dissect how a 

morphogen is read out with quantitative precision to program specific cell fates [49], even in 

complex cases where the decoding function may vary between cells or change over time. 

Through such a systematic application of inputs, the developmental biologist may envision 

constructing a complete map of how a differentiation event depends on the spatiotemporal 

inputs received by individual cells.

Challenges facing developmental optogenetics

Despite these early successes, establishing light-based perturbation as a “plug-and-play” tool 

for developmental studies still faces a number of challenges. For instance, the field still 

awaits the union of optogenetic perturbation with classical genetic approaches. Such a union 

is crucial because any individual optogenetic technique typically provides spatiotemporal 

control over some gain-of-function (GOF) or loss-of-function (LOF) activity, but not both. 

For GOF optogenetic tools, light can “add” protein activity on top of its wild-type pattern, 

which can be used to test for its sufficiency to induce a response in illuminated tissues or 

probe the upper limits of activity that can support proper development [18]. On the flip side, 

LOF optogenetics allow us to test a signal’s necessity and its lower allowable limits. One 

can thus envision combining a GOF optogenetic system with a LOF genetic background (or 

vice versa) to achieve a full range of outcomes, from activity levels that are below those in 

wild-type tissues to those that are above (Figure 2c). This kind of combination will no doubt 

constitute one of the major next steps in developmental optogenetics.

A second roadblock for the field involves fully integrating state-of-the-art developmental 

imaging, such as light sheet microscopy, with precise optogenetic stimulation. We can 

envision an experiment that is still out of reach: to obtain real-time information about cells’ 

positions and activity states in a live embryo, precisely target a light stimulus to cells of 

interest within their 3-dimensional context, and then track them and their neighbors over 

time to assess the response. Making this kind of experiment a reality means overcoming at 

least two major problems: the ability to precisely target excitation light in 3-dimensional 

space, and the ability to “multiplex” fluorescent biosensors and optogenetic tools in the 

same cells.
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Fortunately, dramatic advances in spatial light targeting have already been developed within 

the neuronal optogenetics field. Techniques like holographic excitation and wavefront 

shaping enable the experimentalist to focus coherent laser light at single or multiple 3D 

locations within a sample, even when these focal planes are distinct from the imaging plane 

[50]. A recent report even applied wavefront shaping to non-neuronal optogenetics for the 

first time, demonstrating Cry2-based receptor clustering in individual cells through a 300 μm 

thick section of mouse skull [32]. Such approaches could dramatically augment the 

capabilities of commonly-used existing hardware, such as digital micromirror devices, that 

are easy to use but more suitable for two-dimensional culture conditions [1,51], and we 

eagerly await their integration into modern light-sheet microscopes.

What about the spectral overlap between optogenetic photoexcitation and fluorescence 

imaging? The broad blue light sensitivity of all flavin chromophore-containing proteins (e.g. 

LOV, BLUF and CRY domains) essentially prevents non-invasive imaging of blue, cyan, 

green and possibly yellow fluorescent proteins. This is not a fatal flaw, as high quality red 

and infrared fluorescent proteins can still be used [52,53], but it can pose significant 

challenges when crossing to existing GFP-tagged lines. A second solution lies in the 

phytochromes; these photochromic proteins can be both rapidly switched on and off with 

two different wavelengths of light. One can thus simply apply a pulse of inactivating light 

after imaging any set of fluorophores to “reset” these proteins and quickly reverse any 

unwanted photoactivation [54]. Phytochromes have been disfavored for in vivo applications 

because they historically required an exogenously-supplied chromophore, but recent studies 

have reconstituted efficient chromophore biosynthesis in mammalian cells [55], and 

alternative bacterial phytochrome optogenetic tools have been developed that rely on 

biliverdin, a widely-available endogenous metabolite [56].

In summary, developmental optogenetics provides unprecedented control over the timescale 

of a perturbation, its spatial range, and its quantitative parameters. This possibility could 

shed new light on myriad developmental processes with complex spatiotemporal dynamics 

(e.g. the oscillating somite clock, symmetry-breaking cell fate choices, tissue 

morphogenesis) or quantitative signal interpretation (e.g. classical morphogens such as 

Bicoid). As light-controlled proteins continue to be refined and applied to an ever-increasing 

palette of intracellular processes, we envision a future where optogenetics could take a place 

alongside genetic screens, cell transplantation and CRISPR-based genome editing as 

workhorse tool of developmental biology.
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Highlights

1. Optogenetic techniques are ripe for application to developmental biology

2. Light-activated receptors, gene expression, and clustering work robustly in 
vivo

3. New experimental paradigms are emerging for optogenetic studies of 

development

4. 3-D light delivery and multiplexed fluorescence imaging remain challenging
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Figure 1. Developmental optogenetics: from tools to application
(a) Recent strategies for optogenetic control of intracellular protein activity: light-dependent 

display of a linear motif (e.g. degron, NLS, NES, or binding peptide); light-dependent 

homodimerization, and light-dependent assembly of higher-order clusters. (b–c) Classic 

examples of linear motif display and their applications in development, including membrane 

recruitment of a Ras activator, SOScat to pattern posterior fates in the early Drosophila 
embryo (b) and light-controlled nuclear import of the lin-1 transcription factor leading to a 

switch from primary to secondary vulval fates in C. elegans (c). (d–e) Classic examples of 

protein homo-oligomerization and their developmental applications, including 

homodimerization of cell surface receptors to activate Nodal signaling in zebrafish (d), 

clustering-based deactivation of the Bicoid transcription factor in Drosophila (e).
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Figure 2. Experimental paradigms for probing development using light
(a) Light can be applied and removed over time to reveal the temporal windows during 

which cells are responsive to a differentiating stimulus. Schematic shows a model 

developmental process where cell responses A and B are determined during distinct 

developmental time periods. By systematically providing a pulse of light at different points 

in development one can infer the windows in which response can be programmed. (b) 

Spatial light control opens the door to directly applying perturbations even when lineage-

specific promoters are unavailable. In a straightforward application, stimuli can be restricted 

to one half of a symmetric axis to establish robust internal controls (left). Spatial activation 

can also be used to control the migration of single or groups of cells, or tissue-scale 

morphogenesis (right). (c) In order to achieve control over the full range of a developmental 

signal, optogenetics can be combined with a converse genetic perturbations (e.g. a GOF 

optogenetic tool + a LOF mutant), enabling the researcher to test both necessity and 

sufficiency of a developmental signal for controlling a desired response.
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